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Sulfamethoxazole (SMX) is a sulfonamide antibiotic used in the treatment of digestive, bronchopulmonary, and urinary tract infections. In pharmaceutical preparations, it is often associated with the antibacterial drug trimethoprim (TMP). Studies have shown that SMX and TMP are among the emerging micropollutants of the aquatic environment leading to high resistance of the bacteria to these compounds [1]. Thus, simple and sensitive methods are required for their quantification in different matrices. The voltammetric measurements are often a better choice even more if cheap, disposable working electrodes, like pencil graphite electrodes (PGE) [2], are used. This work presents the electrochemical behavior of SMX at the PGE and the new developed differential pulse voltammetric method for its determination.

The SMX working solutions were obtained by successive dilutions with the corresponding supporting electrolyte of the daily prepared $10^{-3}$ M ethanolic stock solution. Voltammetric recordings were carried out on an Autolab PGSTAT 12 electrochemical system equipped with a three electrodes measurement cell (working electrode: PGE) [3] and a PC running GPES 4.9 software.

Using the differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) to study the SMX electrooxidation on the glassy carbon electrode, the Pt electrode and the graphite leads electrode of different hardness (2H, H, HB, 2B and B) it was noticed that the best signal was obtained on type B mines. Electrochemical activation of PGE did not lead to any improvement of the SMX signal. The recording of five repeated cyclic voltammograms has demonstrated that SMX oxidation signal decreased when the scans number increased so it was necessary to use another pencil lead for each voltammetric measurements. The influence of the nature and pH of the supporting electrolyte emphasized that the highest DPV signal of SMX was obtained in Britton Robinson Buffer (BRB) pH 7.96. In the diffusion-controlled oxidation process of SMX on PGE 2$e^-$ and 1$H^+$ are involved. It was shown that SMX is not accumulated by adsorption on the PGE. Under the optimum working conditions (PGE B, BRB pH 7.96), the DPV oxidation peak of the SMX varied linearly with the analyte concentration in the range $1.0 \times 10^{-5}$–$1.9 \times 10^{-4}$ M SMX. The repeatability of the electrode response expressed as percentage relative standard deviation was 5.5 % for a concentration of $4.8 \times 10^{-5}$ M SMX.

The developed DPV method has applicability in the determination of SMX from pharmaceutical products (tablets) and the PGE is cheap and easy commercially available.
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